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P"zer To QUADRUPLE Price Of COVID Boosters After CDC Approval
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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

October 20, 2022, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s Advisory Committee on

Immunization Practices (ACIP) unanimously (15-0) voted to add unlicensed COVID-19 shots to

the U.S. childhood, adolescent and adult vaccine schedules.

By adding the shots to the vaccine schedule, the CDC is securing PIzer’s and Moderna’s

permanent liability shield so that no one can sue them for damages for injuries and deaths

occurring as a result of the shots. It also opens the door for states to mandate the jab for school

children.

The very same day, PIzer announced it will raise the price on its COVID jab by about 400%,  from

$30  per jab to somewhere between $110 and $130 once the current U.S. purchase program

expires.

While in direct opposition to how capitalism normally works, Reuters  claims signiIcant price

hikes were predicted  by Wall Street analysts “due to weak demand for COVID vaccines, which

meant vaccine makers would need to hike prices to meet revenue forecasts for 2023 and

beyond.”

As noted by comedian Jimmy Dore in the video above, normally, in a free market economy, when

demand goes down, prices are reduced. Not so in this case, though.

PIzer has already forecasted expected revenues into the foreseeable future, and they’re not

going to let real-world market demands dictate its revenue stream. No, they’re simply going to

make up the difference through price hikes which, ultimately, will be paid by government and

insurance companies.

By increasing their price by 400%, PIzer is tipping its hand that its projections for vaccine uptake

will decrease by the inverse or 75% as this would allow them to continue to earn their obscene

proIts. In other words PIzer believes that COVID jab uptake will only be 25% of what is was

under the emergency use authorization (EUA).

Indeed, to help ensure proIts keep rolling into Big Pharma’s pockets as forecasted before public

demand fell off a cliff, ACIP has also added to the shots to the Vaccines for Children (VFC)

program,  which provides vaccines to children at no or low cost using federal funding.

PIzer revenue is expected to reach $101.3 billion in 2022,  thanks to the COVID jab and Paxlovid,

and with that kind of revenue stream, you can be sure they’ll lobby states to mandate the shot for

school children like they’ve never lobbied before.

Judge About to Rule on P9zergate

Meanwhile, a judge is about to rule whether PIzer and other COVID jab makers can be held

accountable for fraud. As reported by Becker News:

“The last shred of hope for holding Big Pharma accountable for fraud now rests on a

lawsuit against vaccine manufacturer P:zer. In an update provided to Becker News, a

judge is soon expected to issue his ruling on whether or not the ‘P:zergate’ fraud case

proceeds to trial.

‘The judge is deciding ... whether we go to discovery or the case is dismissed,’ P:zer

whistleblower Brook Jackson tells Becker News. After the CDC this week voted to add

the COVID shots to its Childhood Vaccines Schedule, under the PREP Act, it has

effectively been granted legal immunity to lawsuits.

There is no legal immunity if P:zer committed fraud, however. In September, P:zer

whistleblower Brook Jackson came forward with her explosive report about the

company’s alleged malfeasance, citing ‘falsi:ed data’ and manipulated clinical trials.

In January, she :led a lawsuit against P:zer for committing fraud against the American

people. In February, the judge ruled that the lawsuit, being led by attorney Robert Barnes,

can proceed to pre-trial discovery phase. It is now on the verge of potentially going to

trial.”

PIzer has Iled a motion to dismiss, which the U.S. government supports. As explained by legal

analyst Katherine Watt:

“P:zer’s core argument in its Motion to Dismiss, which the US Government has now

endorsed in its Oct. 4 statement of interest, is that clinical trials and clinical data from all

of the sites, including the serious adverse event reports from the very start of the trials in

Summer 2020, were not ‘material’ or ‘necessary’ to the FDA’s decisions to grant

Emergency Use Authorization (Dec. 11, 2020) and approval (Aug. 23, 2021) to P:zer’s

product.”

Just how can clinical trial data, including adverse event reports, be immaterial and unnecessary

to the FDA’s EUA decision? Is this not an admission — both by PIzer and the U.S. government —

that the FDA colluded with PIzer to get the shots to market without regard for safety? That’s what

it sounds like to me.

CDC Director Contracts COVID

As you may have heard, CDC director Dr. Rochelle Walensky tested positive for COVID October 21,

2022, despite being up to date on her boosters. She received her Ifth shot, the latest bivalent

booster which has only been tested on mice, on September 22.

Exactly one month later, she’s “experiencing mild symptoms” and is “isolating at home.”  So,

not only did the bivalent shot fail to protect Walensky, it failed in just four weeks.

Back in March 2021, Walensky went on record stating that CDC data “suggest that vaccinated

people do not carry the virus.”  Four months later, a CDC investigation of an outbreak in

Barnstable County, Massachusetts, which occurred July 6 through July 25, 2021, found 74% of

those who received a diagnosis of COVID-19, and 80% of hospitalizations, were among the fully

vaccinated.

The CDC also found that fully vaccinated individuals who contracted the infection had just as

high a viral load in their nasal passages as unvaccinated individuals who got infected.  In other

words, the jabbed were determined to be just as infectious as the unjabbed. At this point, the list

of instances where Walensky has been proven wrong is a long one.

The More Shots You Get, the More Likely You’ll Die of COVID

To those actually analyzing and paying attention to the data — which Walensky apparently must

not be doing, or else she wouldn’t be going to a public pharmacy to get injected for the Ifth time

— her COVID diagnosis is no surprise.

As noted by Dr. Charles Hoffe in a September 15, 2022, interview with Laura-Lynn Tyler

Thompson, “The more shots you get, the more likely you will die from COVID-19.” An excerpt from

the interview is included above. You can Ind the full interview on Bitchute.

According to the latest data from Canada, summarized by Hoffe, 85% of Canadians have received

at least two COVID shots, and in June 2022, 92% of all COVID deaths were in fully jabbed

individuals. And, while only 34% of Canadians had received three or four doses, they made up

81% of all COVID deaths in the month of June:

“This is the clearest evidence that the more shots you have, the more likely you will die of

COVID,” Hoffe said. “These [shots] are severely damaging the immune system. And so,

the discrimination against those who have chosen to be vaxx free is absolutely absurd

because those are the people who are going to survive.”

The Legal Architecture for Genocide

In closing, many of us have wondered just how the FDA, CDC and other governmental agencies

can act with impunity and get away with what is essentially murder.

Well, in a June 2022 interview  with Dr. Jane Ruby of “The Jane Ruby Show,” Watt, the paralegal

whom I quoted earlier, explained how the U.S. Congress has, over the past 30 years, slowly but

surely paved the way for legalized tyranny and even genocide.

“ According to Watt, the reason the Food and
Drug Administration is not protecting the public
from what is clearly the most dangerous ‘vaccine’
the world has ever seen is because it’s part of a
biowarfare program run jointly by the FDA,
Health and Human Services, the Defense
Department, the Department of Justice,
Department of Homeland Security, Pfizer,
Moderna and the World Health Organization.”

In short, what were once state and/or federal crimes or human rights violations have been

legalized through statutory revisions. Watt also describes in an April 28, 2022, Substack article

how this regulatory framework grew into being.  As noted in that article:

“The basic goal of the architects, which has been achieved, was to set up legal conditions

in which all governing power in the United States could be automatically transferred from

the citizens and the three Constitutional branches into the two hands of the Health and

Human Services Secretary, effective at the moment the HHS Secretary himself declared a

public health emergency, legally transforming free citizens into enslaved subjects ...

Congress and US Presidents legalized and funded the overthrow of the U.S. Constitution,

the U.S. government and the American people, through a massive domestic bioterrorism

program relabeled as a public health program, conducted by the HHS Secretary and

Secretary of Defense on behalf of the World Health Organization and its :nancial

backers.”

In another article titled “COVID-19 Injectable Bioweapons as Case Study in Legalized,

Government-Operated Domestic Bioterrorism,” Watt explains why the FDA is not protecting the

public from what is clearly the most dangerous “vaccine” the world has ever seen, by any metric

whatsoever:

“FDA is not pulling the EUA products from the market or stopping the ‘vaccination’

campaign because Health and Human Services Secretary Xavier Becerra and FDA

Commissioner Robert Califf are running the US government’s bioterrorism program jointly

with Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin, Department of Justice Attorney General Merrick

Garland, Department of Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro Majorkas, P:zer CEO

Albert Bourla, Moderna CEO Stephane Bancel, and World Health Organization Director-

General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus.”

How to Protect and Restore Our Rights and Freedoms

In her April 28 article,  Watt lays out a plan for how to build a case “to prosecute members of

Congress, presidents, HHS secretaries and federal judges for treason under 18 USC 2381.” Less

drastic measures presented by Watt during her interview with Ruby include:

Speaking out against and educating other about how the tyranny is being implemented to

prevent it from getting worse — something professor Mattias Desmet has been

recommending

Getting the U.S. out of the WHO and not funding it anymore

Congress could repeal the statutes that put this framework into place, or implement oversight

to rein in the HHS, which is the institutional structure that is running this overthrow scheme,

or dissolve the HHS altogether

Given enough political pressure the HHS could also voluntarily roll back the regulations that

form the framework for legalized tyranny and bring back Nuremberg Code principles. For

example, informed consent principles have been nulliIed, which is what has enabled mask

and vaccine mandates. Those regulations need to be reversed and informed consent

principles reinstated

Federal judges also need to start hearing Constitutional cases, which they’ve so far rejected

State legislatures can also consider secession to protect the Constitutional rights of their

residents

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews

it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Its quite amazing that from the very 1st lockdown in March 2020 I knew intuitively that culling jabs were coming. They did come and

with a vengeance and I advised everyone not to take them. I was dismissed as insane, crazy and selIsh. But I also knew global control

was coming over 20 years ago but I hoped it wouldn't happen in my life time. Its here and it is the responsibility of every individual to

wake up. I was diagnosed with cancer 12 years ago and refused ALL treatment. I am It and well. Most medicine is fraudulent and has

been for a long time.
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I think you are right and have summed up the situation nicely, although the planning of the bringing down of America goes back a

long way too according to one source at least. Understanding the plan helps join the dots between many seemingly unconnected

events. www.technocracy.news/teachers-preachers-and-greens-unholy-alliance-to-..
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It's slavery 2.0. Just walk away from the medical system.
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P9zer Increases Price of COVID Jab by 400%
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

October 20, 2022, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) unanimously

(15-0) voted to add unlicensed COVID-19 shots to the U.S. childhood, adolescent and adult vaccine schedules

*

The same day, PIzer announced it will raise the price on its COVID jab by about 400%, from $30 per jab to somewhere between $110 and

$130 once the current U.S. purchase program expires

*

PIzer has forecasted expected revenues into the foreseeable future and they’re not going to let real-world market demands dictate its

revenue stream. Instead, they’re going to make up the difference through price hikes which, ultimately, will be paid by government and

insurance companies

*

Meanwhile, a judge is about to rule whether PIzer and other COVID jab makers can be held accountable for fraud. In January 2022, PIzer

whistleblower Brook Jackson Iled a lawsuit against PIzer for committing fraud against the American people. In February, the judge ruled

that the lawsuit could proceed to pretrial discovery phase. It is now on the verge of potentially going to trial

*

According to a legal analyst, the U.S. Congress has, over the past 30 years, paved the way for legalized tyranny and even genocide. What

were once state and/or federal crimes have been legalized, and the reason the Food and Drug Administration is not protecting the public

from what is clearly the most dangerous “vaccine” the world has ever seen is because it’s part of a biowarfare program run jointly by the

FDA, Health and Human Services, the Defense Department, the Department of Justice, Department of Homeland Security, PIzer, Moderna

and the World Health Organization

*
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U.S. Laws All Secretly Changed To Enable Mass Genocide
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The truth is being declared and demonstrated by information from accredited scientists and doctors who do not follow the oocial

narrative: "The more shots you get, the more likely you will die from COVID-19." The forces of genocide of the most dangerous "vaccine"

created in a laboratory is part of a biological warfare where the FDA, CDC and the Departments of Defense, Justice and Homeland

Security, WHO, PIzer and Moderna are relevant authors. This genocidal harm is being suppressed by MSM and social media globally, it

is a web of a murderous criminal network.

There is a virus, SARS-COV2, that causes a disease, CoVID19. Viral infection can be treated before it becomes disease: the CDC has

banned all treatments such as HCQ and ivermectin protocols. The alternative is clear: People either recovered from the virus or were

hospitalized once it became sick. Genocide and planned control where illegality must set the course for crimes against humanity.

Medical authorities don't care if the vaccine is killing people, and the deaths are consistent with Bill Gates/World Economic Forum's

intention to reduce the world's population and achieve its control with passports, with rewards and punishments like the Chinese Social

Credit.

The PIzer Papers investigation, by a group of 3,000 highly credentialed physicians, RNs, biostatisticians, medical fraud investigators,

laboratory clinicians, and research scientists, have been producing report after report, to tell the world what is in the 55,000 internal

PIzer documents that the FDA had asked a court to keep secret for 75 years. By court order, these documents were forcibly disclosed.

The lies revealed are impressive.
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PIzer learned in May 2021 that the hearts of 35 minors had been damaged a week after the injection, but the FDA implemented

the EUA for adolescents a month later anyway, and the parents did not receive a press release from the US government. US on

heart damage until August 2021, after thousands of adolescents were vaccinated. PIzer, and thus the FDA, knew that, contrary

to what highly paid spokespeople and bought doctors were assuring people, that spike protein lodges in the liver, spleen, adrenal

glands, lymph nodes, and, if woman, in the ovaries.

Adverse events recorded in internal PIzer documents are completely different from those reported on the CDC website or

advertised by corrupt doctors, medical organizations, and hospitals. People who have tried to raise any of these issues have

been disqualiIed, reprimanded by the president, called crazy, and severely punished. The PIzer/BioNTech Phase 3 clinical trial

showed that 24% of people in the C19-injected group of about 21,900 experienced adverse events, compared to just 6% in the

same-sized placebo group.

Of these adverse events, "serious" events were 75% higher in the injected group and "serious" events were 10% higher. The FDA

cleared PIzer/BioNTech and Moderna C19 injections for emergency use in full knowledge of the failure of clinical trials to

prevent symptomatic disease and the cause of much more harm.

peterhalligan.substack.com/p/would-the-fda-have-approved-bleach  (10/25/2022)

www.lewrockwell.com/2022/07/lew-rockwell/the-covid-vaccine-plot/  (2022)

www.globalresearch.ca/the-2020-worldwide-corona-crisis-destroying-civi..  (2022)
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Peter McCullough is the author of 677 articles published in peer-reviewed scientiIc journals. He is one of the most respected

cardiologists in the world. In the message sent to Steve Kirsch on October 29 he said: He was Ired as editor-in-chief of

Cardiorenal Medicine and Reviews in Cardiovascular Medicine after years of service and mounting impact factors. Powerful dark

forces are at work in academic medicine to eliminate any resistance to vax. He was also stripped of his board certiIcations in

Internal Medicine and Cardiology after decades of perfect clinical performance, board scores, and hundreds of peer-reviewed

publications. “None of this will stop until there is a 'needle in each arm'. Also Ired was Dr. Ronald Kostoff, editor-in-chief of The

EIC of Food and Chemical Toxicology (FCT), author of an article showing how deadly vaccines are, for not following the oocial

narrative. stevekirsch.substack.com/p/dr-peter-mccullough-is-being-progressively  (10/29/2022)
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Think you are not making a difference? When PIzer believes the COVID jab uptake will only be 25% of what it was under the

emergency use authorization (EUA). If this is even true, who would know as they lie so much. Also, if this is true, does this data

include Just the Jab or the all the freight train string of Booster to follow? It suggests a massive, if not the majority, section of the

population has smelled a rat and rejects the oocial narrative. Yet again as Mirandola has pointed out several times, there has

been another fatal celebrity car crash Caused By a "Medical Emergency". It also does not help their cause when Biden is a

possible poster child for the negative effects.

Wandering around lost, speaking gibberish, clapping his hands at inappropriate moments, calling out for dead colleagues to join

him on stage, shaking hands with air or is it the ghost of the dead colleague? When all the head cheerleaders, Fauci, Walensky

and more, who are said to have all the Jabs and the boosters repeatedly come down with Covid, or something. Then there is the

farce of market projections. We expected to make 100 billion but only made 90 billion - in ProIts - compensate us, make up the

difference robbing more public treasure.

Robbing using public money to undermine public health, safety, laws, and any government left serving public good. As usual, we

have to build from the ground up an actual Health Building, Health Maintenance System preventing the conditions creating all the

comorbidities. It's what we do to stop feeding the conditions feeding this Global Monopoly Corporate Welfare System serving

Para$itic Predator$. They are not going to provide anything that does not serve their whims. Otherwise, we are just writing blank

checks written in the blood of ourselves, fellow citizens, and most obscene of all, children.
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Guillermou et al, I am linking this here again, for eyecatching. This brand new movie is really important. Lifesite News just sent

out the trailer by email, yesterday: Died Suddenly, a documentary proving the planned genocide, enough to chill any spine and

make every face cringe. Warning, deeply emotional footage. Please pass this around strategically and widely, I strongly suggest

doctors, lawyers and school PTAs, and even college newsletter editors. Stomach curdling, here is the trailer! Prepare your eyes

and get darned mad, and shout this from the rooftops! Thank you all.

www.lifesitenews.com/news/died-suddenly-Ilm-connects-the-dots-on-the-..
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Mirandola, when your link shows these many public images of people dropping dead one after another are laid out is gut

wrenching, giving cold chills to last for who knows how long. Having talked with a public oocial who knows and sees these

things, unfortunately, his opinion is it is true, we are being killed, culled. The clots are true, the heart attacks and strokes through

the roof and into the clouds. We don't have to worry about going to hell, the Para$itic Predator$ are doing all they can to bring it

to a town near you.
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Thanks to JUST and Mirandola, we can analyze the UN 2030 agenda, which establishes the foundations of health from a broad

perspective of reference to "vaccines", food, energy, inequalities, in short, the freedoms and rights of the people under the

takeover of the global government of all the nations of the planet. The 2030 addendum is a plan for a new world order that

promotes the so-called "sustainable development" throughout the world with 17 goals. This UN agenda will be imposed on all

citizens of the world through the invocation of government coercion. Nowhere in this document is it stated that the rights of the

individual will be protected.

It does not even recognize the existence of human rights granted to individuals by the Creator. Even the so-called "Universal

Declaration of Human Rights" completely denies people the right to self-defense, the right to medical choice, and the right to

parental control over their own children. https://sdgs.un.org/2030agenda  The analysis of the "goals" in this document are

nothing more than code words for a fascist corporate government agenda that will imprison humanity in a devastating cycle of

poverty while enriching the world's most powerful globalist corporations like Monsanto.

Nowhere in this document is it stated that "achieving human freedom" is one of its goals. We can think based on the WEF's

policies and the events that are happening on the road to the Great Reset, that ending poverty corresponds to obedience to a

government that provides monthly "subsidy" money for basic items such as food and medicines. Call it "end poverty." Invading

the entire planet with Monsanto's GMOs and proprietary seeds while increasing the use of deadly herbicides under the false

claim of "increased production" of food crops.
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Pushing vaccines for all children and adults at gunpoint, threatening parents with arrest and imprisonment if they refuse. An

education that promotes obedient people instead of independent thinkers. The real goal is never "equality", but rather the

marginalization and shame of anyone who expresses the thoughts of it. Allow powerful corporations to take control of the

world's water supplies and charge monopoly prices. Penalize coal, gas and oil while pushing "green" energy subsidies

spearheaded by friends in the White House.

Destroy the free market economy and deny permits and licenses to those companies that do not obey the dictates of the

government. Ban gun ownership by private citizens, concentrating guns in the hands of dutiful government enforcers who rule

over an unarmed and enslaved class of impoverished workers. ban most ocean Ishing, plunging the food supply into extreme

scarcity and causing runaway food price inration that drives more people into economic desperation. Criminalize private

ownership of land, including ranches and agricultural areas.

Strictly control all agriculture through a government bureaucracy corrupted by corporations whose policies are almost entirely

determined by Monsanto. Use the IRS and other federal agencies to selectively punish unfavorable groups while ignoring the

criminal activities of favored corporations that are friends with the political elite. Override national laws and demand total global

obedience to trade agreements drafted by powerful corporations and sanctioned by the UN.
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Thank you Dr Mercola for a brilliant expose into the Medical Terrorists who go by the name of PIzer. Thank you also Gui for the

vital, extra information. It is beyond appalling that Dr Peter McCullough is being conspired against by medical Judases who are

not It to tie his boot laces. Inspite of these negative happenings, here is some good news. Dr Stella Immanuel is back on Twitter.

As far back as early 2020 she was saving lives of covid patients and calmly ignoring the sponsored mass-psychosis

fear-mongering. Patients would come to her terriIed, and she would hug them, give them Hydroxychloroquine and other early

treatment, all the while reassuring them and praising God. She saved thousands of lives and no matter what insults were thrown

at her she stood as a beacon of Light against the pharma psychopaths and the treacherous media. Here she is photographed

recently with those other brave doctors who stood up against the Gates/Fauci/PIzer democide: twitter.com/.../1
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Thank you NW your comment links to Dr. Mercola's recommendations based on the opinion of many scientists. Remember Dr.

Mercola's report as guest Dr. Pierre Kory on the war on ivermectin and all the reports where Co-Developer of effective,

evidence/expertise-based COVID Treatment protocols with the medical professionals and science giants is revealed of the

Front-Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance substack.com/.../31671068-pierre-kory-md-mpa  In the Health with Dr. Stella

Immanuel episode on Brighteon.TV, Dr. Stella Immanuel discusses how the coronavirus is affecting the nation due to hospitals

withholding treatment from her patients.

According to Dr. Immanuel, hospitals are withholding treatment and not giving patients the medications they need to get better

from COVID-19. She says that hospitals are pushing for them to get vaccinated, that they are ignoring other life-saving drugs like

hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin. She also encourages everyone to get their vitamins, like vitamins C, D, and zinc, and to get

plenty of sun and exercise to stay healthy. The US system's health protocols have always failed Americans when doctors ignore

other drugs like hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin.

Dr. Stella Immanuel and Dr. Steffani Reinold, who were denounced and silenced for defending therapies that use

hydroxychloroquine, ivermectin, etithromycin, vitamin D and other therapies to control inrammation. she vividly recounted her

silent work to save hundreds of lives despite the gag order.

fbindependent.com/doctors-denied-lifesaving-treatment-leading-to-the-d..

 www.brighteon.com/91720c1b-5218-4e4a-8b47-63ce14b91868
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Government is maIa on steroids. Its sole purpose of government is to facilitate warfare. It inexorably concentrates wealth and power in

the hands of sociopaths who are incapable of understanding the consequences of their greed. It’s no accident that the “founding

fathers” of this country condemned corporations as a social and political menace. They knew that corporations devastated Britain long

before the American revolution. British banking corporations fomented the American Civil War and Inanced both sides. John D.

Rockefeller and his associates introduced corporate law to America as soon as the the war war ended. Less than 50 years later their

income exceeded that of the American government, and they performed a Inancial coup d’etat by converting their cash into gold, which

depleted the government gold reserves.

American politics now consists of a vicious contest to see which corporation can extract the most subsidies from the government

printing press, with no concern for the survival of the population or the country. The concentration of wealth and power has liquidated

the middle class and rendered people “homeless.” Unbridled pollution with pesticides, herbicides, chlorinated water, toxic industrial

wastes, and now this COVID conspiracy has now reached the point that American longevity has declined for the past three years.

Like a canary in a coal mine, this warns that the sum total of environmental stresses has exceeded the limit of human tolerance. All this

threatens the very survival of civilization, and disaster is approaching with astonishing speed. Government has caused these problems,

and only government can Ix them. Meanwhile, the recent discovery of the mammalian stress mechanism promises cures for everything

from cancer to the common cold, but this triumph of 20th century medical research is totally ignored. God help us all.

www.stressmechanism.com
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Yes, your narrative is a great reality. We are in a world subject to globalized powers where large corporations are unleashing all

kinds of stressors with the approval of government institutions within a globalization that sets the course for a fascism with

serious consequences for health. The evidence demonstrates the multiple connections of stress with chronic, infectious and

degenerative diseases, including cancer. Psychological stress has many links with organic stress produced by environmental and

food contaminants. A sedentary society subjected to all kinds of stress is easy prey to disease.

Stress is a very important factor. The Ields of neurogastroenterology and psychoneuroendocrinology (PNE) /

psychoneuroimmunology (PNI) are interconnected by the brain-gut axis pathways and their best known effectors, autonomic

nervous system, sympathetic nervous system, HPA axis, hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis; E and its ligands, epinephrine,

norepinephrine, and cortisol. Chronic stress as well as anxiety and depressive symptoms correlate with the severity of

gastrointestinal symptoms and are associated with reduced quality of life and altered experience and behavior of illness, as well

as neurological diseases and emotional disorders.

Stress clearly induces alterations in the fecal microbiota, and manipulation of the gut microbiota in turn alters responses to

stress, further underscoring the bidirectionality of the gut-brain axis. Psychological stress plays a large role in the gut-brain axis

and modulates visceral sensorimotor functions. Vagus nerve stimulation has been proposed to play a role in the treatment of

intestinal pathologies, possibly involving inrammatory mechanisms and the so-called "microbiota-gut-brain axis".

www.sciencedirect.com/.../S0306453019312430  (2020)
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The integrity of the intestinal barrier and the blood-brain barrier (BBB) is necessary to protect the body from external stimulation

and disturbance of the internal environment. Repeated exposure to social stress can alter the diversity and composition of the

gut microbiota, accompanied by changes in microbial metabolites, cytokines, chemokines, and monoamine transmitters, which

regulate behavior by stimulating the peripheral and central nervous systems. For example, when these two essential barriers are

damaged, short chain fatty acids, lipopolysaccharide and IL-6 can cross the intestinal epithelium and increase their circulatory

concentrations, are transported through the defective BBB and enter the brain through a saturated transport mechanism, which

may evidence a correlation of defective intestinal and blood-brain barriers and intestinal microbiota for psychological disorders.

Psychological stress reduced brain and gut levels of gut, blood-brain, and tight junction proteins, including claudin5, occludin,

-actin, and ZO-1. www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fmicb.2019.03067/full?report=read..  (2019) Recent work has proposed

an important role for melatonin production, both in the pineal gland and within mitochondria, in regulating immune cell function,

with similar positive impacts from gut microbiome-derived butyrate. Stress, such as covid-19, can decrease both melatonin and

butyrate, in parallel with the changes induced by viral infection and, therefore, enhancing the severity of the infection.

www.researchgate.net/proIle/George_Anderson8/publication/340418206_Ps..  Driving-Symptom-Severity.pdf (2020)
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The notion that we can Ix this in the current system of government is absurd! The corruption is too deep and vast to overcome. The

courts are compromised. Secession makes the states weaker and subject to being easily overtaken if the UN decides to intervene with

force. The reality is that we have one option left and we need to use the power and legal right we have to ABOLISH the entire

government without notice. Yes, this will be a mess of proportions we can not imagine, but out of the chaos that will ensue temporarily,

justice will take place and then the people will be in control and eventually restore the Constitution to operate our government as it was

meant to be. The midterms are for the gullible that took the GOP sucker bait as they laugh privately behind closed doors for those that

believe any member of our government is working for the people and not the WEF and WHO. Is there another option to save us???
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If you're still believing in this covid hoax; then there's no hope for you. If you believe that any of the oligarchs have actually taken the

nanobot shot; then you have no understanding of what's really going on here. This insanity is getting really old; although, I expect that it

will continue, right up to the point where we Ind ourselves in an unimaginable Dystopian Nightmare! The fact is, that I can already

imagine it - can you?
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Sounds like a John Lennon classic .. https://youtu.be/bNnFFKv_NyI
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Thanks, Segstar. I know the song before even clicking on the link. I tend to pick up on things quickly. Plus; I have a really good

knowledge of the songs from the '50s to the '70s. ;)
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I know you do my good sir..Don't mean to harp, but as age we need to stay sharp-er :)
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Much of the world is dialing back the widespread use of the jabs while we're rushing headlong to stick as many children as humanly

possible. In the name of public health, of course. "Follow the science" was always one more case of "follow the money," yet a big chunk

of the population continues to insist that the vaccines are safe, effective, and desirable. One co-worker went for her FOURTH, despite

admitting to terrible consequences from the Irst three. I have no idea how one can break through that sort of mentality. The lab leak

theory that was once dismissed as quackery is pretty much the consensus belief now.

We also had the story of the Boston University lab manufacturing a strain that's exponentially worse that any version of Covid seen thus

far, and they did it with a creation that is impossible to see happen within nature. Who does that? Meanwhile, nothing will happen. Fauci

will take his gold-plated retirement, go off making speeches and patting his own back, insisting that he never said things that are on

video, and the sheep will dutifully nod along while saying the required number of Hail Anthonys.
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There's one other false belief that's as bizarre as the one you mentioned. The people that say "I'm so glad I'm vaccinated.....just

think how sick I would have been if I had not been vaccinated". I bought into that BS when I was about 12. Every year from the

time I was 10 until I was 25 I got jabbed for the ru and EVERY one of those 15 years I caught the ru. Some years I got the ru

twice. I would see the doctor and I would tell them I was vaccinated. "Why did I catch the FLU when I'm vaccinated"?

I would get the same old brainwashing BS "Just think how sick you would be had you not been vaccinated"? Every year the same

routine, get vaccinated then catch the ru! Everything changed in Aug 1990. I was in the Army and we were preparing to go to Iraq

(war) and that meant massive VACCINATIONS! Everything we got vaccinated for was administered by mouth or air-pistol in the

neck except for the ru vaccine. It was given by JABS! The ru jab was voluntary, but I always got one.

It was like a religion! The day I was at the clinic to get jabbed the line was at least a mile long. They had just one person giving

the jabs. It was ridiculous. The person (nurse I believe) rubber-stamping our shot/medical records decided to go up the line and

pre-stamp about 100 people (me). I asked if I could step out of line to use the bathroom. She said OK. When I came back she had

been replaced and the person that was saving my spot in line was gone! The new person checking our shot records looked at

mine and said "you've already been vaccinated".

I tried to explain what happened and she threatened to call my commander. I obliged and went away. My enlistment was up in 3

weeks and I Igured I would get jabbed in a civilian clinic. I was so busy getting a job, getting back in college, and readjusting to

civilian life that I forget to get the ru jab! It was Feb 1991 when I realized I was UNVAXXED. I decided to not get jabbed. I didn't

get sick & 32 years later I still have not caught the ru!
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What else can you say? Just follow the money! I'm sure Nanci Pelosi, Paul Pelosi, Hunter Biden, and Joe's brother already purchased

MILLIONS of PIzer stocks ahead of this 400% price increase! After all, it is a proIt driven medical system. What could possibly go

If They Win: A Very
Ordinary Genocide
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MILLIONS of PIzer stocks ahead of this 400% price increase! After all, it is a proIt driven medical system. What could possibly go

wrong? When the CEO of PIzer doesn't get jabbed with his own creation it should be very obvious what the objective is.
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Thanks dr Mercola and team for doing a good job exposing the criminals again in today's article. And Katherine Watt did an amazing

job, researching and building the case to prosecute members of Congress, presidents, HHS and DOD secretaries and federal judges for

their treason under 18 USC 2381. The Congress legalized and funded the overthrow off the US constitution, as Watt explains in the

video interview with Dr. Jane Ruby (see above in today's article). To see the details of how the legislation was changed over decades

that resulted in the militarization of human medicine in the United States, see Watt's article, go to this link that dr, Mercola provided,

being: bailiwicknews.substack.com/p/american-domestic-bioterrorism-program  However this list is far from complete, like the

changes made in legislation to suit the 2030 agenda are missing.

Also, there are more dots to connect. She should write about when the war criminal Bush jr. was president, the neo-con D*ck Cheney

gave dr. Fauci full powers over NIAID and NIH, but also over the bio-weapons research program. This merging was back up with $6

billion of extra funding, which led to the development of the Covid-19 virus and other bioweapons, still going on today.
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Agenda 2030 and change of legislation were pushed under the pretext of Climate Crises, starting more than 50 years ago with

Club of Rome and this is also how the WEF pushed their agenda to get global control. Yes, there is climate change, no doubt, as

we know there were several times ice-ages, even before man existed on earth. But is it a crisis or are we brainwashed? Now

“Climate Crisis” is pushed like the Covid vaccination was pushed. People who speak out against the man-made global-warming

hypothesis and even the so-called solutions to this alleged "crisis" are being silenced and censored as the Deep State shifts from

using Covid as the pretext for global tyranny to using "climate change," warns The New American magazine Senior Editor Alex

Newman in this episode of Behind The Deep State.

From rigging Google's algorithm to promote UN propaganda and deploying over 100,000 UN propagandists to actually removing

criticism of the agenda from the Internet and social media, top Deep State globalists are now out in the open with their agenda to

silence all who question this and disingenuously promote their narrative. Fake fact-checks promoting the lies and squelching the

truth are proliferating. This is illegal and extremely dangerous. The Deep State's tyrannical agenda to controlling the narrative

must be exposed and stopped.

rumble.com/v1q8r1-how-nyc-won-the-war-on-crime-beyond-the-cover.html  In 1995, the New York Times predicted most east

coast beaches would be gone by 2020. But it didn't happen. In 2013, Barack Obama said sea level rise threatened US cities and

the Maldives, not long before he purchased a $15 million beachfront home. See the pictures, he got much more beach today.

realclimatescience.com/.../herding-the-climate-sheep  Al Gore made over $100 million saying all the ice would melt on the North

Pole making the Polar bears extinct by 2010. But it didn't happen, the ice is still there and there are more Polar bears than ever

before.
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Your narration is very descriptive, Peoe, yes, the US Congress and presidents legalized and Inanced the overthrow of the US

Constitution, the US government and the American people, through of a massive national bioterrorism program renamed a public

health program, conducted by the Secretary of HHS and the Secretary of Defense on behalf of the World Health Organization and

its Inancial backers. According to Dr. Jane Ruby, every president in the last three decades has signed laws and executive orders

that have turned American law into a problem of mass genocide. She pointed out that many things that were once federal and

state crimes and civil rights violations have been made legal, primarily by changing the law.

“These crimes have been legalized by Congress through a series of statutory legislative revisions to the United States Code

signed by the Presidents of the United States, literally every one of them for the last 30 years, and implemented at the

administrative regulatory level. by the Department of Health and Human Rights. Services (HHS) through the Code of Federal

Regulations,” Ruby said. www.brighteon.com/1a8b2a0b-939a-44d6-80e9-d343003b0f2c  Everything is under the rug of the

emergency use authorization (USA) that are exempt from the laws that should regulate them are a creation for a perfect crime

without regulation that protects against biological weapons.

The Public Preparedness and Emergency Preparedness (PREP) Act and all its amendments were the biggest washout of

BigPharma's crimes. The declaration is speciIcally for the purpose of granting immunity from liability and is different from, and

not dependent on, other emergency declarations issued by the secretary. There are no safety and eocacy standards for US

products, nor is there federal government coordinated public monitoring for safety, including manufacturing due to this law,

aspr.hhs.gov/.../default.aspx
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Former President Ronald Reagan also signed the National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act, which Ruby said paved the way for

pharmaceutical companies to have legal immunity. She also established a childhood vaccine injury compensation program,

which was funded by taxpayers and not by drug companies. The fanaticism of vaccines is the great work of said bioterrorism

supported by the state of disinformation. It is an unwavering devotion to vaccines without thinking about the real risks and

dangers that vaccines cause. Vaccine fanatics deny that there is any risk and declare that those who even question the eocacy

and safety of vaccines are the ones who are dangerous to society.

Many vaccine fanatics believe that those who question or oppose vaccines should be punished, even to the point of arrest and

jail time. Their solution is to forcibly vaccinate children against the wishes of the parents, all in the name of "the greater good of

society." Medical fascism is a totalitarian system where the medical establishment, large corporations, and the government

combine to exert control over the medical procedures of the population.

Now a HEALTHY PEOPLE 2030 has been implemented with the same objectives for Covid-19, a fanatical vision of the need to

vaccinate. In the last link the objectives to promote vaccines with emergency messages and surveillance. Total control of the

population to inject the transgenic "vaccine" that manages to immortalize COVID and enrich the pharmaceutical multinationals.

www.truthwiki.org/Vaccine_Fanaticism  health.gov/healthypeople/custom-list?list=odphps-covid-19-custom-list
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Tyranny always ahead. The US DHS is creating with its own disinformation a legal framework to prosecute or hold indeInite

detention any and all people who confront oocial lies with the truth. The establishment is going to use force to protect their lies.

The day the PATRIOT Act was passed marked America's turn toward tyranny.

www.globalresearch.ca/tyranny-ahead/5769940?utm_campaign=magnet&ut..  (09/02/2022) We can think of the Biden

administration's UniIed Strategies Group and all Federal Agencies Involved in Free Speech Suppression as being subjected to a

globalist globalist regime running the US government, according to investigative journalist and podcaster Mel K Ultra.

"The American people don't understand that they, the people we think are the government, have been completely usurped and

turned their authority over to a higher level: a globalist world regime," Mel K told host Ann Vandersteel during the 2 of June. “Steel

Truth” episode on Brighteon.TV. Mel K, who is a devout lover of truth, facts, history, God and America, added that the captured

Washington DC government was put in place by the same people who are involved in the Great Reset, and they include Larry Fink

BlackRock, Bill and Melinda Gates, John Kerry and Al Gore.

The veteran investigative journalist also said that the globalist group has managed to compartmentalize the American people

into different groups and rob them of their ability to think critically. He added that Americans are too confused and busy Ighting

each other that they cannot see what this globalist group is doing.

newstarget.com/2022-06-08-world-globalist-regime-running-us-government..  (06/08/2022)

www.brighteon.com/13031fba-f416-474b-b975-3798cfd63875  (12/06/2022)
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It is ignorance which informs their "Right" to overthrow the Constitution,and ignorance which says that whatever they did is law.

NONSENSE! Please see what I posted and read the links to the 14th, 4th and 1st amendments of the United States Constitution.

What they did is patently unconstitutional, above and beyond illegal, and criminal. It does NOT stand as law! We the People are

governed by consent! We do NOT consent to this overthrowing the Constitution or transgressing against it! It is high time for the

People to wake up and have a think. Oocials in public ooce can NOT just get away with literally, murder and they can NOT get

away with unconstitutional "law" making!

They need to be thrown out of ooce, the 14th amendment would actually require this, stipulated by the LAW! Please see it. It is

high time for education of the people at last! Please send those amendments around widely and strategically, and tell people not

to buy into something just because it is allegedly "law". It is NOT law, it is un-law! And most particularly of all, suspending the

Constitution because of an "emergency" or any other invocation, is NOT legal and is NOT constitutional, and is NOT a power

granted to Anybody!

What a fabricated "excuse" To grab random and endless control! This does NOT ry with us, and we must not let it ry! What

baloney. Thankyou all for listening and spreading word widely. This is truly important! Last but not least, our silence is our

complicity. They won't care? It will do no good to invoke the law? I ask: What good does our silence do? It only gives permission.

This is NONSENSE! TIme to speak up, and invoke the LAW and tell Every Government Oocial At Every Level that they have to

obey the LAW! Namely, the laws of our Founding Fathers! Period, end of story! I rest my case. God bless.
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Really traces back to 1910 and the commissioned Flexner report by the Rockefellers. Evolved from there
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Thanks, Gui, Mirandola and Brodiebrock for your good contributions. The problem is that it makes no different you vote for

Democratic or Republican Party, both have pushed the 2030 agenda. We need a new party with clean hands, so I wish Tulsi

Gabbard will run for President. Tulsi had criticized the Iraq war. And she stepped out the Democratic Party, because "They

despise the Constitution. They actively Ind ways to undermine our God-given rights, enshrined in the Constitution, like freedom

of speech." www.dailymail.co.uk/.../article-11305441   Really smart women. And NO, she is NOT controlled opposition.
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Pete..."Beauty is Truth , and Truth Beauty." lajolla.com/news/tulsi-gabbard-bikini-photos-cause-quite-a-stir/
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Yet hardly a qualiIcation or consideration for leadership.
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Eiggod...How bout the butt-ugly neocons who got us here? They crave power cuz nobody likes em.
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November 1st 2022 and now approaching 3 years post Fauci funded gain of function wuh-ru lab release in CHINA and not ONE person

or entity has the slightest worry of being held to REAL account. Not ONE. This article simply emphasizes this reality AGAIN. Have been

saying this like clockwork, but the # 1 crisis is ZERO accountability hands down. Nothing changes until it does. Not more investigations

by the cowardly GOP that inevitably leads to underlings wrists being slapped or a few measly Ines or people allowed to retire into well

"we the people" funded pensions, but REAL accountability has to happen...a REAL reckoning! The same players are all in the same

positions with "we the people" paying for it all...literally and with their lives. Just sayin
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Lifesite news, new movie, Died Suddenly, trailer linked below. Warning, deeply emotional content, Ilm footage. Please pass this around

widely, including to lawyers ,doctors and school PTA's! www.lifesitenews.com/news/died-suddenly-Ilm-connects-the-dots-on-the-..
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Yep, the death rate jumped by nearly 2% and our life expectancy also dropped. Now the Amish, who rarely (never) see a doctor or

take meds and NEVER go to a hospital have a longer life expectancy than the indoctrinated public school graduates. In a world

where you are told to "follow the science", someone PLEASE explain that one!
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Ignorance is not bliss. Why do Americans not know the basic Bill of Rights? Why are their amendments not invoked, left and right? It is

high time that we educate people! Please note that school Parent-Teacher Association Boards (PTAs) are strategic, because they carry

a lot of clout with politicians, the media, and school principals and teachers. If you want to wake up the masses, go to the PTAs!

Especially in the current era. As before, I have seen police, politicians turn around when I have peaceably invoked the law. They have to

obey the LAW! The fourteenth amendment, as I have posted many times, prohibits oocials from making just any old law that they plain

well WANT to do!

It forbids the insurrection against the Constitution of the United States, saying that oocials must not hold public ooce if they do that!

So WHO SAID??!!! That they can just go ahead and plow right through the Constitution to set up a tyranny and create medical apertheid?

They most certainly CAN NOT! Under 14th amendment law, not only would their criminal and unconstitutional bills be overturned, but

they would be thrown out of public ooce! constitution.congress.gov/.../amendment-14  The fourth amendment would guard our rights

to bodily autonomy.

constitution.congress.gov/.../amendment-4  The Irst amendment, in that position in the Constitution for very important reason,

protects our free speech and our right to petition the government for redress of grievances constitution.congress.gov/.../amendment-1

 SO WHO SAID THAT THEY CAN SUSPEND THE CONSTITUTION? An "EMERGENCY" IS ABSOLUTELY NO EXCUSE! IT IS A FABRICATED

"RIGHT" FOR A POWER MONGER TO GRAB ABSOLUTE CONTROL! BUY INTO NO NONSENSE AND STAND FOR NONE! INVOKE THE

*LAW* AND TELL THEM TO OBEY IT, OR GET OUT! ***NOW!!***
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Please send this spine chilling movie to the school PTAs, retired physicians, lawyers, and college newsletter editors!

www.lifesitenews.com/news/died-suddenly-Ilm-connects-the-dots-on-the-..  And please send the bill of rights plus the 14th

amendment (linked in the thread above) to all of the above (except the lawyers, who already know it...and must be held

responsible to it!) www.archives.gov/.../what-does-it-say
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It's coincidental you mentioned the BOR and amendments. I did the early voting yesterday and there were only like 4

governmental positions to vote for, but there were SIX different amendments to the constitution to vote for. Why can't everyone in

the USA have ONE constitution to live by?
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Mirandola, there's a bigger problem at hand. When we don’t have fair and honest elections the constitution isn’t worth the paper

it’s written on. Here’s one of the best investigative reports I’ve read on the Dominion election fraud. The numbers speak for

themselves. iowaclimate.org/.../dominion-election-fraud-redacted  This is why Joe Biden picked Kamala Harris. He already knew

what the outcome of the election was going to be. He still almost lost. He picked her knowing no one would impeach him

because she is worse! The graphs in this report show exactly the time the Biden votes were “injected” and in every state that he

almost lost, the injection happened simultaneously.

In many of these states, CNN and other MSM’s, the win was called for Joe Biden long before the election was over. In some

states like AZ, Joe was less than a 1,000 votes ahead and they declared him the winner. During one of the Senate hearings in GA,

Rudi Giuliani hired a hacker to hack into the Dominion voter machines and change the vote. I had a video book-marked. The link

still works, but the video has been removed: choiceclips.whatInger.com/2020/12/30/breaking-dominion-machines-hacke..  I

watched that Senate hearing LIVE on OAN and saw for myself the hacker breaking into a voting machine that supposedly has no

internet connection.

Then Rudi shows a video of the pollsters closing a polling location and sending all the ballot checkers home for the night. The

video cameras that were subpoenaed showed the pollsters pulling at least 4 large boxes of ballots out from under a table that

was hidden by an oversized tablecloth. The video showed one pollster running the same ballot through over and over at least a

100 times. This coincides with the spike in votes for Biden. All of that evidence was thrown out.
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Lizschneider53
Joined On 2/4/2021 4:24:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@CASHMATTERS YES! I was exactly the same way! My intuitive thinking kicked in and I knew something wasn't right in the Irst part of

2020 when we had shutdowns and lockdowns! Also following a few online like Dr Vernon Coleman and former fema worker Celeste

Solum who sounded the alarm early about this 'scam' and the shots and where we were headed with it!
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In a sane world with a truth-telling mass media the pyschopaths wouldn't be able to give away their clot shots even if they offered their

victims a $130 incentive for each one.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Underscore! www.lifesitenews.com/news/died-suddenly-Ilm-connects-the-dots-on-the-..  Cross linking again for eye catching,

absolutely everybody has to see this! Whew, prepare yourself, spine chilling footage!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mirandola, thanks for that link! I love Stew Peters. I miss OAN (One America News) and host Stew Peters!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

At this point... this is mass suicide.
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sunshine11
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:23:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't read comments everyday...so if this hasn't already been posted by someone - Right out of Bourla's mouth:

www.bitchute.com/.../jJA6P8Vhvuud  50% by 2023. Does anything more need to be said?
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history in order to protect large accumulations of property and wealth. ~ Michael Parenti
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Or maybe this>>>   emfcommunity.com/darpas-5g-end-game-for-humanity   <<< www.darpa.mil/.../open-programmable-secure-5g

 www.nationaldefensemagazine.org/articles/2022/9/1/upcoming-darpa-progr..  

.www.cnn.com/2021/04/29/politics/us-investigating-mysterious-directed-e..  en.wikipedia.org/.../Directed-energy_weapon

 en.wikipedia.org/.../Long-range_acoustic_device  ndupress.ndu.edu/Portals/68/Documents/prism/prism_8-3/prism_8-3_Oberin..  >>>>

 www.darpa.mil/.../microsystems-exploration   <<< www.darpa.mil/program/atomic-magnetometer-for-biological-imaging-in-ea..   And

when the medical covid "BouncingBall" POPS.....that 5G will be ready to TRASH whats left >>>  Ecological Threats of the Connected

World and 5G is a series of 3 excellent short videos providing different informatiion about 5G. Here is part 1 and I will have parts 2 and

3 in the next updates.  Miguel Coma on energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions of 5G. www.youtube.com/watch   20:58

min < part one.......part two tomorrow  this is froem >>
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Good links, Robb. People seem to have short memories...threats coming at us from every direction. A new threat comes along

and the old ones are put on a shelf.
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